
DIGITAL VHX GAUGES
Fit directly into the stock dash without modification. Fully lit needles, 
back-lit faces, highly visible LCD message centers set VHX Series 
apart from yesterday’s traditional approach to instrumentation. Plus 
micro-controlled stepper motors, solid state sensors for accuracy, 
and user-customizable display feedback, limited lifetime warranty. 
Features: speedo, tach, water temp, oil pressure, voltmeter, fuel, 
odometer, trip odometer (2), clock, gear indicator, hour meter, 
resettable service meter, 0-60 timer, 1/4 mile timer/speed, high 
speed/rpm recall, turn signals, high beam, park brake, cruise control 
indication, check engine.

Colors are silver with red or blue, or carbon fiber with red or blue

1956 VHX cluster
Does NOT include frame ..................2686 ................. $795.00 ea

1953-55 VHX cluster
Includes beautiful aluminum frame ...2685 ................. $795.00 ea

DAKOTA DIGITAL
Comes with all sending units except fuel.
For original frames

Ready to install in your original frame, shown installed, see frames 
on page 39
1953-55 ............................................DD-2600-5355 ...$599.00 kit
1956..................................................DD-2600-56 .......$650.00 kit

Universal round gauges
Also available with black trim rings
3 3/8” speedo 6 gauge set ................DD-2606-3 .........$695.00 kit
3 3/8” speedo 5 gauge set ................DD-2605-3 .........$595.00 kit

Senders for Dakota Digital dashes
Note that most digitals will read most aftermarket sending units. 
Fuel sender .....................................2697 ................... $38.00 ea

This is the simplest and cheapest one if you do not have a 
sending unit that works, stock Ford units do not work. Sender 
will need adapter 1605-ADPT if using original gas tank.

Ford transmission adapter ............2639-C4C6 ......... $62.50 ea
C4-C6 type transmission to electric sender

Adjustable auto shift sender .........2633-GSS ...........$99.95 kit
A real problem solver, this sender fits all automatic 
transmissions, just to name a few, TH350, TH400, 700R4, 
4L60, 4I80, Powerglide, C4,C6, ADO, Mopar, etc Neutral safety 
switch included. 

ELECTRONIC RETRO GAUGES
BEZEL NOT INCLUDED. LED lighting, LED turn signal indicators, 
blue LED high beam indicator, molded plastic back housing. Ultimate 
speedometer and tachometer technology, push button calibration, 
another time and money saver. USA made. Everything plugs in and 
connectors are included. Dual layer design features red pointers 
on all colors to maintain originality. The gauges included are a 
speedometer, tachometer, fuel, temp, volt, and oil gauges. Our 
favorite is the stock look. (stock look is only available for 53-55)

Colors: Stock, black, grey, tan and white

1953-55 gauge cluster ..........................2680-(color) ...... $879.00 ea
1956 gauge cluster ...............................2681-(color) ...... $879.00 ea

Stock color

White

Tan

Grey

1-800-252-1956
Tech/Alt 928-565-2763 
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